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FOREWORD
N.A.A. Accounting Practice Reports, of which this is the sixth, have been
designed to organize and accelerate the exchange of information on industrial
accounting practice. Each report is an organized summary of current practice in a
limited area of accounting, based on descriptions of company practice provided by
N.A.A. members through their chapters. A list of the individuals who contributed
to the current report and the chapter through which each contribution was submitted, will be found at the end of this report.
January, 1959
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Serving Sales Through Planning
Of Production and Inventory
INTRODUCTION
Planning to be able to be prompt in delivering products ordered by customers
and to avoid accumulation of inventory is widely and methodically practiced.
This report, based on the 4 7 accounting practice descriptions submitted by
N.A.A. authors on the topic of "How We Use Inventory Planning to Coordinate Production and Sales," primarily concerns practices of manufacturing companies as related to finished goods. The descriptions deal principally with single manufacturing locations. The planning reported is carried out almost wholly
in terms of physical quantities of product. Very briefly, it may be said that the
descriptions disclose procedures under which companies:
1.

adapt their annual sales budgets to the (usually) shorter period which
makes such budgets useful for production planning.

2.

establish desired stock quantities.

3. arrange operating levels to correspond to goals set in these two ways.
4. maintain oversight to make sure that the production is forthcoming.
This control is maintained symptomatically in that warning of the need for
it is given by altered sales prospects, production variations or delays, and under
or over -stock situations. Some conflict between the most desirable timing of
production for efficient utilization of facilities and as required by sales appear
in the particulars of most procedures described.
Oblectives of Planning
Recognition of the necessity for lining up sales goals, production, and inventory, as evidenced by the 47 practice descriptions, appears in several forms.
One is a growing appreciation, coming with company growth, that the typical
manufacturing enterprise is complex. A serious out -of- control situation also
may inspire attention to basic planning in the area. Or just the acceptance of
planning as the "modern" means of management may have the same result.
A picturesque characterization of a production situation, representative of
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modern industry and replete with implications of control needs, is offered by
one writer in the following this -is- the - house - that - Jack -built sequence:
"Thorough, careful advanced planning of all material and production operations is needed to schedule the purchase of the correct shade of printing ink to arrive at the plant in time to print the customer's label on tin
plate just unloaded from railroad cars, to be slit into body blanks to be
formed into cans on equipment just overhauled, and conveyed to the packing floor to be stacked into customer's cartons just received from the carton manufacturer to be loaded into vans for delivery to the customer's
plant in time to be filled (with beer that has reached the optimum point
in brew to be chilled to quench the thirst of the faithful followers of the
local baseball team)."
An instance in which rapid growth had rendered former procedures inadequate and the "division was continually beset with inventory shortages in some
styles and large season -end inventories in others" resulted in a study "aimed at
methods of sales forecasting, production planning and coordination of these
functions." The following indictment of the existing system appears in the
related description:
"Production and purchasing were initially scheduled in accordance with
sales guess - timates. Adjustments in this scheduling were made periodically,
based on special production orders prepared by the sales division. For
their preparation, the sales division leaned on monthly reports of sales
and inventory availability. More times than not, stock depletions were
first noted by finished goods stores. Needless to say, special production
orders were many, late, and costly, with considerable production upset."
Facing a similar situation, another company "appointed an inventory planning committee consisting of representatives of engineering, production scheduling, material control, purchasing, sales, and accounting departments" which
came up with the following program for improved coordination of functions
to "increase sales, lower manufacturing costs and lower inventory levels ":
1. Steps related to the sales function —
a. Improve monthly sales forecasts so that production effort will more
closely parallel customer requirements.
b. Provide the sales department with accurate, timely reports of finished goods.
c. Improve day -to -day coordination between the sales department and
the production control department so that production schedules can
be revised in the light of current sales developments.
2. Steps relating to inventory levels —
a. Forecast inventory requirements and adjust inventory levels to reflect changing conditions.
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b. Establish accurate bills of material and standards to prevent over
or under - stocks.
c. Utilize advance planning to reduce the obsolescence factor.
d. Improve perpetual inventory records to provide the information
required in achieving the desired goals.
3. Steps relating to the manufacturing function —
a. Compare production capacity to forecast requirements, thus anticipating possible bottle- necks.
b. Reduce manufacturing lead time.
c. Balance production.
d. Develop optimum runs.
e. Improve machine loading and process flow.
f. Decrease material handling and paper work.
Some Devices Utilized in Effecting Plans
On such considerations as the foregoing, companies reported upon in the
descriptions have set up, developed or improved their planning procedures to
reduce problems of incoordination to the minimum. The methods used to improve the planning of production and inventory include many features of interest, some perhaps widely adaptable. In general, these methods reveal no essential reliance on accounting equipment used in particular instances. For example,
the descriptions include rather similar expositions of an especially vigilant type
of detail control through use of "in- and -out" stock cards which are maintained
by manual, accounting machine, edge -punch and tabulating procedures in the
respective instances. Among procedural devices employed at various points in
the planning are:
1.

Selection of a month suitably far ahead for which to regard volume
estimates as "firm" for purchasing and scheduling of production.

Revising forecast volume when period sales deviate from plan by
more than the set limits.
3. Punched tape created when shipping orders are written at warehouse
used at division office for a thrice - weekly report of orders received for
comparison with sales plan.
4. Incorporation of volume forecast for each product into stock cards
utilized for requirements planning and stock level control.
2.

5. Establishment of product planning values for interpreting volume
forecasts in terms of operating levels, e.g., number and length of shifts.
6. Avoidance of "forced" seasonality of production through better
liaison with customers.
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7. Planning production around a "model month," with production of
"under- minimums" and "special" customer orders as controlled exceptions.
8. Control and correction of "available " inventory balances by scanning
of cumulative sales order and production order columns of a stock
record kept in detail by product styles and sizes.
9. Testing of over -all inventory level monthly (by classifications of finished goods, work in process, and raw material) through established
ratio of finished goods to budgeted standard cost of sales.
10. Substantial reduction of branch inventories through monthly inventory (cycled weekly) of more active items, as a basis for replenishment.
11. Mark - sensed inventory cards shipped from branch to head office and
there utilized for comparisons with minimums and to initiate stock
replenishment.
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EXHIBIT 1

Organization of the Function
Coordination does not run itself. It requires organization and this organization requires leadership. The chart which appears as Exhibit 1, supplied by
one of the description authors, depicts the manner in which the production
planning units' functions may be organized and is generally consistent with
practice reflected in the descriptions taken as a group. Particularly to be noted
is the division of the function into inventory control and production planning
responsibilities. In the instance to which the exhibit relates, the unit as a whole
6
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takes over when "the sales forecast is submitted by the sales manager to the
production control manager."
The manner in which authors of the 47 accounting practice descriptions
approach the topic of "How We Use Inventory Planning to Coordinate Production and Sales" has already been indicated. Each of the following sections
of this report indicates some of the more interesting variations within the
pattern of practice and includes also description excerpts which appear to be
especially revealing of individual company practice.

RELATIONSHIP OF SALES FORECASTING TO
PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY PLANNING
There is no representation by any of the authors that sales forecasting is, in
itself, inventory planning, but it is quite evident that almost all regard it as a
necessary preliminary, a setting up of the target, so to speak, without which
production would proceed and inventories accumulate within approximations
altogether too loose. The following viewpoint is typical:
"Our basic premise is the sales budget. The manufacturing people can
begin to know the level of their activity only after the marketing end of
the business has formulated its plans. The ability of a manufacturing unit
to function is directly related to marketing program. You can and do lose
more money from over - buying of inventory for the sake of lot size and other
economies than from buying adjusted to realistic production derived from
a sales budget."
The inventory planning problem thus appears not just as a plant problem or
even just an area in which to reconcile the ingrained habits of the factory with
the equally inveterate predelictions of the sales department and the flair for
caution charactertistic of the financial staff. It is disclosed to be an organization problem and is planned as such. This does not mean, however, that a sales
forecast useful in over -all planning is considered as adequate to production and
inventory planning. On the contrary, the descriptions make it clear that the
forecast must be prepared to suit these purposes. It must be presented a considerable time before the related production period, must take into consideration all significant factors in general company planning, must be susceptible of
conversion to physical terms of production, must be sufficiently short-term to
provide a reliable basis for production scheduling and must be phased to reflect
the probable occurrence of shipments within the period. It must be kept up to
date, so that inventory policy may be developed in the light of current needs.
A description serving to point out the place of many of these elements in the
sales forecast desired for control of production and inventories is one dealing
with a light metal precision processing company having fairly well- defined seasons for its products. The author writes as follows:
JANUARY, 1939
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"The starting point for all our inventory planning and control is our sales
forecast. Marketing research prepares both a long -range forecast and a
six-month forecast. In the latter, we review with general management our
over -all goal against market trends, relative competitive position, and what
we expect of the coming season. This short-term planning is initiated no
later than three months before the start of the season. Before these detail
estimates are released, we notify the factory, advertising, production, shipping, and customer repair departments of style groups we plan to withdraw and to introduce.
"Marketing research releases the detail sales estimates as soon as they
are set. Special covering instructions include percentages of total units of
each item to be delivered to the shipping room by specified dates. These
percentages are based on experience as to the ratio each line item bears
to the total quantity in each style group, tempered by exe utive judgment
as to the quantitative influence of assortment selling, style trends, promotions, etc. We add a safety margin in the beginning -of- the - season percentages.
"The developing sales picture is watched by the marketing research unit.
As early as possible after the start of the season and as soon as we detect
any unusual deviation, we instruct the various production and procurement departments to adjust to the new unit sales goals. This is accomplished by issuing a revised unit sales estimate. If an unusual order is
involved, we alert the affected departments immediately."
The sales forecasting or target setting used as a prerequisite of the planning
process does not operate to cut down the time available for the planning, itself.
Statements that "establishment of the sales projection is undertaken some three
months prior to the year end" and "forecasts are prepared by our sales department almost six weeks in advance of the oncoming quarter," illustrate this point.
It is perhaps typified in one write -up which specifies completion of the annual
sales forecast by November 15 and, by the fifteenth of each month, a short -term
forecast for several succeeding months. As a process, this looking ahead utilizes
the familiar tools of sales forecasting for company planning, e.g., industry surveys, experience data, company growth trends, information from salesmen, economic conditions, etc. The following is expressive of the manner in which
product line revision may be included:
"The sales department, in conjunction with market analysis, research and
development, industrial engineering and production executives, determines
yearly in advance:
1. What new items will be added to selling lines and how they will be
packaged.
2. What products will be retained and whether any changes affect the
packaging of these items.
3. What items will be dropped.
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"Advertising plans are developed and released through the sales department
to the production planning department at least one year in advance. The
sales department also advises the production planning department of items
that will be featured in leader sales, as well as secondary leader items."
Especially important is product detail in the forecast, apparently to obtain
the security of having a known mix around which to plan production and inventories. "Each market group forecasts, by quarters, the mix it expects to sell,"
is a representative statement. One company employs percentages on which it
relies to estimate sales of particular shades within color families into which its
products are grouped. The author of another description states succinctly that,
"the forecast is in sufficient detail regarding model configurations to permit
establishment of production requirements." This looks ahead not only to planning but to avoidance of later control problems, providing, as one writer puts
it, "product types and sizes to satisfy customers' needs without over production
of any one item or extensive tie -up of working capital in over -all inventories."
The period of operations covered by the forecast intended for delivery to
production staff is usually a year in the first instance but a shorter forecast is
often made in order to provide only strictly reliable figures around which to
plan production and inventories. The following comments identify instances
in which the forecast period is modified:
1. "The market research and analysis section and the sales-productioninventory planning section cooperatively prepare annual and four month sales forecasts."
2. "Every three months the product manager's division prepares an estimate of sales for a six -month period."
3. "Each month a new forecast is prepared on the basis of current operations but only for a period of three months."
4. "The sales department prepares current sales forecasts monthly for
each model for the next three months."
5. "Sales forecasts are made on which to base initial production but are
abandoned as sales are booked. These actuals then form the basis for
forecasts."
A similar objective of practical usefulness of the forecast to production people is evident in the time- segment breakdown provided within the forecast period. The phasing of sales forecasts for planning purposes at the production
level sets the stage for detailed establishment of rate of operation and for scheduling. Hence they are most helpfully made in terms of when finished goods
quantities are wanted. This means that monthly (or weekly or daily) detail
must be reasonably accurate in physical volume and mix. In one company, the
forecast which begins when each district sales manager draws together a summary of customer requirements, indicating "what his district will sell and when
it must be delivered," carries on to an annual program, by months and prodJANUARY, 1959
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ucts, which is posted on a wall board. From this, daily production schedules
are developed.
However, it is at the point of revision of sales forecasts that the practice descriptions evidence most clearly the close relationship of sales forecasting to
production planning. They do so, not by detailing the procedures followed but
by general recognition of the need for revision. Such revision, as has been implied earlier, has the effect of reducing the term, even of annual forecasts. It
is a way of always having the measure of the diameter of the sales target. A
form of follow -up forecasting with an accompanying card used to accumulate
item estimates revisions, is included in Exhibit 2. It should be noted that, deST AT US O F F O RE CAST AT E N D OF l et QUAR TE R
(AVd ]t em Re yi • n F o r m ]
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EXHIBIT 2

spite the prevalence of forecast revisions among the group of companies here
reflected, it is the practice of several to avoid such revisions if actual sales stay
within certain limits. One author writes:
"The company's policy is to adjust the sales forecast within the year only
if the actual cumulative sales deviate from the forecast by more than one
month's forward sales. If this condition should prevail for two consecutive months, a re- appraisal of the sales outlook is made and the forecast
for the balance of the year is adjusted accordingly."
EMPLOYMENT OF STOCK ITEM MAXIMUMS AND MINIMUMS
The use of quantity forecasts of sales as a lead in to production and inventory planning does not appear to have obsoleted the use of the traditional control device of setting quantity limits for individual inventory items. However,
more description authors fail to include mention of such limits than omit con 10
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sideration of sales forecasting. Further, it is apparent that the role of such
limits is more often that of control than of planning. But there are exceptions.
In a number of descriptions, it is clear that the planning which proceeds from
knowledge of expected sales carries only to the point at which the level of plant
operation is decided upon. From that point on, in these cases, planning becomes a sort of comprehensive type of stock control, and reference is made to
quantities on hand in realizing production and inventory objectives. The two
viewpoints toward the functions of stock item limitations are expressed in the
following excerpts:
"Backstopping the whole inventory control system is a flexible maximum minimum quantity which is an extra precaution for the production scheduling system."
"The heart of our inventory control is the determination of an order point
for raw materials, manufactured parts, and finished products."
However, when utilized for the apparently secondary purpose of effecting
corrections to production plans (initially centered on forecast sales), a positive
role is also accorded to stock maximums and minimums. This is to activate production which will repair low -stock situations. The result is that production
intended to serve sales and maintain inventory is frequently planned to proceed under the dual authority of the over -all plan and the correctives programmed into it. Whether one or the other is, as a practical matter, the more
important depends on the stability of the particular situation.
Forecast sales data sometimes affects the stock limits set. Such quantities may
be stated in relationship to estimated forward or budgeted item sales, rather
than other evidence of item activity. This is regarded as of special importance
where sales are seasonal or irregular in some other manner. An element of flexibility is frequently introduced into the maximum and minimum range, e.g., an
order point falling between these limits when general sales prospects are favorable
but identified with the minimum if business slows. A brief review of the manner of setting maximum and minimum stock item quantities is afforded by the
quotations below, selected from the approximately 25 which gave clear evidence
of their use:
1.

"Minimum stocks are equal to a specific number of days' requirements
in terms of an annual sales estimate. Large deviations of the six months' estimate (on which planning proceeds) from the annual estimate usually requires an adjustment in the minimum stock figures used."

2.

"We established the proper high -low limit of inventory for each product. The low limit is controlled by the time required by the factory
to set up and start production, and the size of customers' orders. We
allow approximately two weeks on slow - moving items and one week
or more for active ones. The high limit is influenced by two elements
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(a) the amount of allocated or available storage space for each product and (b) the quantity necessary to make the spread between low and
high great enough to afford the most economical production runs."
3. "Minimum inventory is estimated sales for the month plus two standard deviations. Target inventories are a function of sales and uniform
monthly production. At some time during the year, target and minimum
inventories for each item are the same. Maximum inventories are target
plus two standard deviations."
4. "The maximum quantities of each individual type of item to be put in
stock are established by the sales department and approved by the
executive vice president."
5.

"The company has established a general policy that the target inventory
shall be equal to 31/2 months of forward sales. A tolerance of 1/2
month's forward sales is allowed before action is taken to adjust the
production schedule."

6. "We revised inventory maximum and minimum quantity levels. A review of estimated usage enabled us to set our order point between the
maximum and minimum. Under our working inventory concept, the
order point generally serves as the reordering level in periods of high
sales activity while, in periods of low sales activity, the minimum may
so act."
7. "Production, from basic materials to the finished end proluct, is controlled through use of maximum and minimum inventory levels
previously determined by analysis of the sales forecasts. To provide
adequate control and flexibility, constant analyses of the sales bookings are made."
A unique way of adjusting what in the particular company is called "authorized stock," utilizes a graph for individual products. If the correlation is not
close, a new standard quantity may be called for. The author writes:
"For inventory control purposes, the scheduling department maintains a
chart (Exhibit 3) for each item,
showing monthly sales and the amount
of stock authorized to be kept in inventory. Periodically, the scheduling
department supervisor meets with the
head of the sales department and a
member of the administrative departsM
ment to review the charts. Where sales
justify it, after taking into consideration future sales quotas and programs,
the amount of authorized stock is adjusted upward or downward in order
to avoid overstocking."
EXHIBIT 3
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The status of inventory maximums and minimums in the planning and control picture can possibly be characterized as follows. If one is accustomed to the
thought that these levels are primary tools of inventory management, they may
appear to have become less important. However, a reader of the descriptions
who had previously no particular acquaintance with establishment and use of
these levels would certainly remark the significant part they play in the planning
and effecting of control.
PRODUCTION PL ANNI NG PRACTICES
Conversion to production terms of the sales forecast for the planning period
is an obvious sequel if the production is to follow the plan. Further, sales forecasts, no matter how well directed to a limited period of time, cannot "go it
a l o ne " as a mea su re of pra ctica ble activity. W h a t ca n be m a d e econom ica lly
so me ti me s modifies wh a t ca n be sold. He n c e , su ch con sid era tio ns as le n g t h of
pr od u ct io n ru ns, stea diness of pr o du c ti o n vo lu me , ava ila bility of fa cilities a n d
like conside ra ti ons a re ta ken no te of wh e n the desc ript ion a u th or s tu rn to the
top ic of h o w th e i r c o m p a n i e s de v el o p the p l a n wh i c h fi r st b e g i n s t o t a k e fo r m
in a sales foreca st.

H o we v e r , mo st co mp a n ie s rep resent ed by the descr ipt io ns

may be sa i d to t r y t o p r o d u c e t o t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s o f t h e fore ca st a s to vo l u m e

and due dates.
In other cases, level production is a goal, despite the fact that it may run
counter to the flow of sales. It would appear that, in these instances, inventory is
allowed to accumulate, although the extent of its accumulation is watched.
Several description authors approach the stand which the following language of
one of them reflects:
"In a series of meetings, the production schedule is brought into final
shape. This establishes the level of employment for several months and the
inventory to be carried. A constant rate of production, added to existing
inventory, less the anticipated sales, equals the inventory level. The rate of
production is the important thing, not the arnount of inventory on hand."
Attention is given by the description authors to techniques used in conversion
of sales forecasts to production requirements, the synchronization of production
planning and scheduling and the drawing together of the more or less formal
production plan which commands general recognition throughout the company.
Practices given in these areas do not differ widely in essentials. One of the more
particular expositions of the process of "exploding" the sales forecast is represented by the following excerpt which indicates not only how the chain of
events started by sales forecasting is continued but also how conditions of manuture must begin to be considered if desired results are to be obtained:
"All estimates of sales are forwarded to the production budget section
approximately six weeks before the six -month period. Finished unit reJ A N U A R Y , 1959
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quirements are a straight conversion from the sales estimate, allowing for
minimum stocks and beginning inventories. Assembly requirements are
evened out within each of the two quarters involved. Stock requirements
set consider economic conditions, length of time to assemble, turnover, etc.
Remaining transactions before the opening of the period are estimated.
The resulting schedules are forwarded to the production routing section.
"Semi- finished production requirements schedules are worked down
from finished unit requirements without allowance for minimum stocks but
with allowance for scrap. They are scheduled in terms of shop order quantities rather than even production, in such a manner as to be complete in
the month immediately preceding the month in which assembly of the
finished unit will take place. Raw material and purchased parts requirements scheduling follows a similar pattern, with standard purchase quantities applied.
"The production budget section forwards to the production routing section schedules of machine and assembly stations allotted hours. Because
the creation and control of inventories is accomplished through production
budgeting, it is essential to integrate facilities to meet requirements."
The device of planning broadly on an annual forecast and taking specific
action on a shorter one appears to be in general use. One application emphasizing how computed requirements become final is well set forth in the following
case:
"Our annual sales forecast is utilized in planning the work load for our
hourly -rated labor force, acquisition of fixed assets, estimates of operating
expense, and planning of purchase commitments for materials and supplies.
A four -month forecast is utilized for planning production and inventory
levels, tentative for the fourth month ahead, becoming firm for the third
month.
"The tentative production and inventory requirements computed for the
fourth month are authorization for assembly department management to
initiate purchase requisitions for materials and supplies required from vendors and to prepare requests for in -plant production. These are reviewed,
comprehensively as to purchase requisitions and in less detail as to production requests, by the sales - production- inventory section, to cover the following points:
1.

No larger quantity than production plan requirements.

2.

Reflection of cancellation of production requirements for end products.

3. All interchangeable parts represented in the order of the department
using the largest quantity.
4. Purchased items and quantities to take account of all enginering changes
and new products.
S. Sufficient notification to the purchasing section.
14
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EXHIBIT 4

"After a time has passed and the fourth month ahead has become the
third month, these tentative actions are no longer subject to significant
change. If minor product deviations are encountered, the production of
major products is kept on a level basis by shifting of hours between
products."

Two Production Plans
A striking example of how the elements of planning for the future can be
drawn together for management review, both comprehensively and in detail, in
a small or medium -size company is afforded by the master forecast shown in
Exhibit 4. This represents a calendar year plan with new interim plans prepared
each month for the succeeding three months. As will be noted, the plan is detailed by product and shows columnar detail for unit quantities of material and
labor, probable opening and desired closing inventory, and forecast sales. Other
columns convert this data into total material and labor requirements and, through
the presence of unit sales prices, prove out the forecast sales dollars against the
sales dollars of planned production. Manpower requirements are computed in a
footnote. The master forecast is partly prepared in the accounting department,
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the sales forecast supplied at a meeting of the general, plant and sales managers,
and the completed first draft used in staff meetings to resolve the questions it
raises for the period involved. The author of the related description writes:
"A second or third meeting usually results in the final forecast. It is the
master plan of operations. It has proved an excellent way for coordinating
each department into a team. We can detect any trends which deviate from
our yearly program and take action immediately."
Besides annual planning specifically reduced to a short -term for greater accuracy of results from day to day, the descriptions contain instances of annual
plans utilized as working media. In one such instance there is set up a "typical
monthly run," an interdepartmental mechanism for its operation, and provision
for its modification for special customer orders and the occurrence of stock
depletions. It may be completely revised in the case of "a large general increase
or decrease in sales or the addition of new products to the line." Its development and use are described as follows, condensed from the description in which
it occurs:
"From the annual sales estimate on each product, an average monthly run
is worked out, considering each of the following points. 1. Average monthly sales

4. Coordination of machines

2. Steady employment of workers

5. do

lines on same machines

3. Minimum economical run

6. do

equipment
on different machines

"The run so prepared is posted on a typical monthly production board
with column captions for four weekly periods and product captions down
the side. The same general format is reflected on a companion planning
board, containing on each square resulting from the columns and lines a
spring clip for holding production orders. These orders in triplicate, made
out by the plant superintendent, are placed under the clips more than a
week in advance of schedule time and are not released until they have been
checked by the sales department to maximum and minimum finished stock
quantities on hand and by the purchasing department as to necessary raw materials. Modification to quantities and week of production may result from
these checks which are communicated to the superintendent in the form of
'under minimum' tickets or 'no stock' notifications. The sales department
may also inform the superintendent of a 'special order', for which he must
make out a production order and place it on the planning board, rescheduling those already there, as may be necessary. Foremen's (triplicate)
copies of the production orders from this board are given to them each day
a week in advance for placement on other boards, one in each department,
from which foremen, plan operations and labor assignments, and make
machine setups."
16
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INVENTORY CONTROL PRACTICES
The type of control reported by the authors of the practice descriptions is of
a highly practical character. The methods recommended are intended to assure
the company daily, week and /or monthly that plans are not going astray. Comparisons of shipments with forecast sales, protection of prescribed inventory
levels from violation, and detection of production bottlenecks are means used to
achieve this goal. Concern for identification of obsolete stock is also manifest,
as well as verification of book inventories. Primarily, as might be supposed,
attention is focused on stock available for shipment against the prospect of
orders. A variety of essentially similar stock records are described in the exhibits, together with the ways in which they are utilized. These include item
cards and sheets, summaries and item charts. Throughout, the concept of stock
availability is favored over records which simply give balances of stock in a
particular location, i.e., the storeroom. Hence the cards or other records in use
are columnized for production orders as well as finished goods and for sales
orders as well as shipments.
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Examples of Records Employed
Both a unit inventory card for all product items and a unit sheet with forecast
and activity data for major items are employed as controls by a company in which
a "moving" quarter (the three months ahead) is the planning period to which
an annual forecast is adapted. The procedure for using these forms to keep close
to plan is given as follows:
"The Unit Inventory Control Sheet (Exhibit 5 —lower portion) has at the
top the beginning inventory and a monthly breakdown of the sales forecast.
At the bottom is the sales pattern by months over the past five years.
Weekly actual sales and production are posted in the monthly columns on
the basis of compilations from daily production reports and tallies of shipments. Opening inventory plus production minus sales produces a month end- inventory position for evaluation by the general manager of production
and he will amend production schedules when and as indicated."
COMP ARI S ON OF C UMU LAT I VE SALE S & PRODUC T I ON ORDE RS

cvrnw near

-n

_

(1 111l, Ir.

-

_
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„
and th en pos ted
in daily cumulati ve
totals

to

CUT TIN G T ICKETS posted
cu m u lat i ve l y
to

,,,...JJJJ

COMPARE

ai •

tt..

F
tR
I
CUMULAT I VE PRODUCT I ON•& SAL E S OR D E R LE D GE R

EXHIBIT 6
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"The Unit Inventory Cards (Exhibit 5 —upper portion) are primarily
designed for day -to -day control. Shipments reported out are checked against
orders put into the plant (right hand entry against corresponding entry on
left hand) and crossed off. This means that the open order items plus the
quantity available for shipment must equal the physical quantity on hand
shown by the right half of the card."
The principle of broadening stock records to include sales orders as well as
sales and production orders as well as production, so that a complete picture may
be presented, is well - illustrated by the procedure below:
"To eliminate bottlenecks occasioned by operation of a perpetual inventory
and to be able to more rapidly and more accurately control our production
and stock, we developed a system around a nineteen -total accounting machine.
The principal forms involved are illustrated in Exhibit 6. There are 24,000
or more individual items to watch (considering materials, colors, and sizes).
Every order that is written up by our sales department is prepared on a
form the second copy of which is perforated for line separation. The
lines so separated are called unit slips. The machine automatically accumulates a total of each and every size as all orders are being posted from
these slips to a journal. The operator then picks up the total shown on
the last line of the upper half of a ledger card, representing orders previously received, and imprints a new cumulative sales order total on the
card. On the bottom half of the card, a similar accumulation of production
orders is obtained. Visual comparison of these sales -to -date and cut -to -date
figures may be had in a matter of seconds. A list of excess of sales over
cutting figures is submitted daily to the production control manager."
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EXHIBIT 7

Individual stock record showings may sometimes be summarized to advantage.
A three- times -a -month finished goods report which serves the control function
of feeding back inventory change data by product is developed by one company. The preparation and use of this report is set forth as follows:
"A Finished Goods Report (Exhibit 7) was designed for preparation on
the same accounting machine which is used to post inventory cards. The
report is issued in the 10th, 20th and last day of the month. Accuracy in
preparation is maintained through product line transaction totals which are
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part of the inventory record card system. The production schedule (made
up for two months) for the second month ahead is subject to revision as
these reports are issued. They are also helpful in connection with sales
forecast revision."
The control situation may also be portrayed by graphic means. The following
excerpt is illustrative of possibilities latent in graphic representations of how
product sales and production are doing in relationship to original sales estimates.
"Each mill is required to forward to a sales statistics group, which acts as coordinator, a weekly production report listing all items transferred to finished
stock and also reporting balances due on each planned production run in
process. This information is summarized and posted weekly to three -bar Sales Production- Inventory- Status Charts (Exhibit 8 ) set up at the outset of
each season, with the sales estimate applied as the initial bar for each style.
Beginning inventory, if any, is posted to the production bar and extended
each week from the production reports already mentioned. Weekly totals
of daily order tabulations are posted to the third bar. Together, the three
bars, at the end of any week, represent cumulative production and sales
performance against the seasons' sales estimate. Production schedules and
special orders are cleared through the chart room."
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Holding the Line on Goods at Sales Warehouses
All but a few of the accounting practice descriptions which this report summarizes deal with single manufacturing locations but eight write -ups take note
of inventories of product at sales warehouses. These descriptions contain detail
indicative of practice of the particular companies in supervision of stocks so
held. Features of some of these practices are noted below:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Stock level or activity control
Supply limited to two or three months' sales, depending on distance
from factory.
Standard turnovers set, varying from five to twelve annually, depending
on location in relation to factory.
Sixty days' minimum stocks manufactured at all branches.
Stock grouped into activity classifications for turnover control, which
is responsibility of designated member of central sales staff.
Minimums set on activity basis for each product for each warehouse,
through review at head office.
Replenishment basis
Weekly branch inventories on mark - sensed cards mailed to factory and
there compared with minimums, and replenishment requirements calculated as shown in Exhibit 9, and shipped.
IN V EN TOR Y R E P L EN IS H M EN T R EQ UI R EMEN TS C A LC ULA TIO N S *
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warehouse.
*Th is t a b u la t io n is b y w are h o u s e fo r a ll p ro d u c t s st o c ke d t h e re .

A sim ila r

ta b u la t ion is m a d e b y p ro d uc t it e m fo r a ll loc a t io n s .

EXHIBIT 9
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7. Maintenance of (prescribed minimum) regional warehouse inventories
is responsibility of the traffic section.
8. Responsibilities of "merchandise control man in the sales division"
include controlling deliveries to warehouses to conform with the (activity) groupings (of products.)
9. All high- activity products replenished to warehouse once a month
(cycled in weekly groups for this purpose) on the basis of inventories
mailed in, which are compared with stock minimums at the manufacturing location (see page 23 for excerpt from related description)
Inter - branch transfers
Semi - annual disclosure of number of months sales in inventory by item
and location (Exhibit 10).

10.

WA R E H O U SE S T O C KA G E R E P OR T *
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* C om p le t e d twi ce an n ua l ly fo r th e d i v is i on s pr o d uc t io n pl a n ni n g gr ou p .

EXHI BI T 10

11. Monthly lists of items on hand at warehouses, which exceed the previous six months' sales.
12. Items in over - supply transferred betwen warehouses on initiative of
company head office.
13. Branches free to draw on slow - moving items at other locations "at a
fixed financial penalty to the branch responsible for the over - stocking."
14. Reports from branches reviewed for surplus quantities for possible
transfer to other branches.
An outstanding case in improved warehouse stock control is reported by the
author of one description which recounts the experience of a company manufacturing welding equipment and supplies and having one hundred and two branch
locations throughout the country, from which its line of several thousand items is
sold. The writer notes the familiar features of a deteriorating inventory situation, i.e., that "maximum and minimum quantities could not be kept up to date;
there were increases in inventories of items for which sales were declining; rush
orders were placed for items the sales of which were increasing; and combined
22
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EXHIBIT 11

inventories were increasing out of proportion to sales." The basis for a solution
was laid by study isolating 1200 product items accounting for 93 per cent of
sales and dividing these into four established groups, each of which is inventoried and reported upon by each sales location in the same week of every month,
utilizing a Sales and Order Analysis form (Exhibit 11). How this is done is set
forth in the description as follows:
"The form is preprinted for each group of items. Blank spaces are left at
the end of the list for addition of items which need special attention at
a few locations. On the first Friday of each month, Group 1 forms are
prepared in duplicate and air - mailed to general stores (similarly with
Groups 2, 3 and 4 on succeeding Fridays, with no mailing on the occasional
fifth Friday in a month.)
" 'Units sold' during 'current period' refers to sales since the last report.
'Prior period' units sold are those which appeared as 'current' on the previous report and correspondingly for the second prior period. The 'average'
is a straight computation from these figures, which are accumulated at each
office. The inventory of the group of items is taken on the appropriate
Friday and entered on the form. If total of quantities on hand and on order
is more than average units sold multiplied by two (for 60 days' supply),
the difference is entered in the 'order' column; if less in the 'surplus' column.
"On Monday morning, the first operation in general stores plant location
is to prepare a master summary of order and surplus quantities from the
branch office reports. This is a simple process because all items on all reports are in the same sequence, as pre - printed. If order quantities for a
particular item are unusually large and will reduce the general stores quantity below minimum (which is 90 -day demand for items we manufacture
and 120 days for items we purchase), the branch reports are checked for
surplus quantities at other locations and these are reduced by inter -office
shipments, if desired.
"General stores then prepares shipping orders in triplicate, posts them to
perpetual inventory cards, air -mails the duplicates to the branches and sends
originals and third (packing list) copies to the shipping department. General stores then totals average units sold from the reports and establishes
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new 90 and 60 -day demand quantities for comparison with its own quantities on hand and for preparation of manufacturing and purchase orders
for quantities in short supply.
"Under this revised procedure many benefits are being derived:
1.

Investment in inventories has been reduced. The reduction was 30 per
cent in the first year.

2.

Purchases or stock replacement orders are closely coordinated with sales

3. Manufacturing schedules have been improved because orders for individual items are larger and are reviewed regularly. Rush orders on the
plant have been greatly reduced.
4. Rush orders on general stores have also been greatly reduced and those
received can be handled on schedule.
5. Shipping costs, both incoming and outgoing, have also been greatly reduced.
6. Less clerical help is needed in the general stores department because
of fewer orders received, standardized sequence of items on these orders,
and fewer purchase and production orders to prepare.
7. House - keeping in branch and general store -rooms has improved."
TWO CASES IN CONTROL THROUGH
INVENTORY VALUE FIGURES
Throughout the descriptions, quantity figures serve for most of the planning
and control procedures outlined. It is recognized, of course, that the dollars
represented by sales forecasts and those represented by prescribed inventory
levels have been tied in by financial management to over -all company planning.
However, the practice of maintaining the information in quantity terms at the
factory level appears to prevail as a matter of convenience. Nevertheless, two
experiences included in those presented by description authors bring dollar
figures to bear on inventory control, each in a unique manner. One of these
facilitates the treasurer's review of the company's stake in inventory, the other
measures the plant manager's success in inventory control.
The former depicts a quarterly comparison of standard with actual inventories
in dollar terms and a modification of production activity, if called for by this
comparison. The company manufactures ethical (prescription) drugs and has
a fairly stable market and an obligation for same -day delivery. It maintains a
perpetual inventory in both quantities and values (standard cost) and sets inventory standards by categories in terms of number of months' supply, which is based
in part on budgeted cost of sales. The procedure follows:
"Our inventory standard basis, values, and conversion to finished goods
standard basis might be:
24
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Raw material
Packaging material
Work in process
Finished goods

Standard
3 months
3

Value

Factor

$400,000
400,000

$700,000*

Conversion
.57 Month
.57

1

500,000

.71

3

2,100,000

3.00
4.85

Total
* BudgetsA cost of goods sold.

"The value column figures in the above table are readily forthcoming. The
value of standard raw and packaging materials is calculated by the purchasing department from sales projections on the basis of standard cost per sales
unit. Work -in- process is remarkably constant and historical records are
easily averaged to establish the value of one month's supply. The value of
three months' supply of finished goods is determined from budgeted cost of
goods sold, used above to re- express all categories in the same terms in the
column at the extreme right. Although, as related to materials and work in- process, this is an index figurc rather than a representation of number
of months' stock, the ratios provide a consistent picture of all components
of inventory on the same basis. It is then possible to state actual inventory
in a like manner and effect comparison:
Stmldard Actual
Con- Inven- Over/
Actual at
version tory (under)
standard cost
Factor
$460,000
Raw material
Packaging material 375,000
550,000
Work in process
1,800,000
Finished goods

.66
.54
$700,000*

*

Total

.57

.09

.57

(.03)

.78

.71

.07

2.60

3.00

(.40)

4.85

4.58

(.27)

Budgeted cost of goods sold.

"On this comparison, inventory is a little low and would cause activity in
production management to raise it to standard. Plant management is given
flexibility within the inventory but is held to keep it in agreement in total.
One can see that our budget is our inventory control (as it should be) and
our standards are liberal, so that we can ship immediately.
"The quarterly comparison is prepared by the treasurer and is closely
watched by top executives, not only from the standpoint of values calculated
as so many months' supply but also as an indication of product obsolescence.
Our standard on finished goods has worked well from these viewpoints.
When products change rapidly, we can usually work off our three months'
stock before sales terminate."
The second control device referred to above as relying on inventory dollars,
is applied by a large glassware manufacturer which develops both profit and loss
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and inventory dollar budgets in some detail for each manufacturing location.
Each interim period, a score is recorded for each plant manager for each of these
elements of performance. The plant's actual gross margin percentage for each
interim period is divided by its standard percentage and the calculations recorded
as a point score. Similarly, a point score is developed to reflect the relationship
of the plant's actual ending inventory to its budgeted inventory. The procedure
is:
"Following the establishment of the sales department budgets, the detail is
translated to plants of manufacture. Each plant develops its standard cost
of shipments. After determining whether the production requirements entail different levels of operation and employment, the inventory budget can
be established on an interim period basis. This becomes a proposal developed at the plant level and reviewed at the division planning level. Average
inventory by interim periods and annual number of turns by plant and division are the usual criteria. Special consideration is given to such variables as
new product lines, shift from hand to machine production, etc. These inventory budgets (like the sales budgets) are not revised in total and are adjusted
between plants only when product lines are transferred. However, revised
estimates are developed constantly which take into account increased demand, out -of -stock situations, warehouse limitations, maximum allowable
investment, deterioration, obsolescence, etc.
"The plant manager is responsible for a maximum return on a minimum
investment, varying with type of plant and product line. The return is gross
margin. The most controllable portion of investment is inventory. Hence,
every plant's performance is scored and marked on the basis of actual vs.
budget, as is shown in the following example:
Actual gross margin m 2 2 %
m
110 score
Budgeted gross margin v 20 1fo
Budgeted inventory
$1,000M
91 score
$1,100M
Actual inventory
Q

201

"While the plant manager does not control sales, he does control his plant's
production and inventories. He is constantly striving to better his score,
which he cannot do if he builds up inventories (say) just because he hates
to shut off a good production run. Nor can he better his score if, through
poor planning, he is out of stock on items and loses shipments and, hence,
gross margin. It can be seen that high inventories caused by higher -thanbudget sales volume will compensate in the scoring. Also, inventory resulting from the purchasing department's strategic stockpiling is not charged
to the plant and so does not penalize inventory performance score. However,
the plant manager's score will suffer from obsolescence in either high inventories or as charged off against gross margin and he has incentive to face
this element of cost realistically. Thus, the dual control of inventory and
profit budgets acts as checks and balances on over - optimism or undue
pessimism."
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SUMMARY
It will have become clear from earlier pages of this report that, in the eyes
of authors of the underlying accounting practice descriptions, the process of
achieving coordinated production, inventory and sales in manufacturing companies starts with a short -term sales forecast in product quantity detail and ends with
the full utilization of "available stock" record cards in similar detail. In between
lie the establishment of inventory volume limits, production requirements, and
rate of plant operation, together with calculated production ordering and
scheduling, and the feedback into these processes of the quantity showings revealed by inventory cards. The control may be tight, as where inventory levels
are strictly watched, or relatively loose, as where inventory is used as a "buffer"
to absorb marked variations in timing between production and sales. Authority
and responsibility for both planning and control rest in most cases with a unit
attached to production staff.
The periodic production plan developed from the sales forecast may be used
only to set the plant operating level at a point at which production is likely to
satisfy sales or it may also constitute or immediately result in production orders
and schedules. In the latter cases, controls operating through quantity maximums and minimums, which stock cards usually reflect, actuate production only
when a situation violates prescribed levels. However, check of these levels
through the inventory cards may be the routine method of actuating production
through a related production order - writing procedure. This is particularly true
in control of stocks maintained at warehouse locations.
The 47 descriptions encompassing the material from which all observations in
this report are made repeatedly note substantial advantages from putting sales
needs, production, and resulting inventories in close juxtaposition. These advantages may be characterized, over -all, as those of keeping on target, with
elimination of waste of time, space, materials and labor. In more particular, it is
represented that back - ordering, product obsolescence, machine idle and setup time,
and storage expense have been reduced, with increase in inventory turnover and
customer satisfaction. Even greater emphasis is laid in the descriptions on the
effect of production and inventory planning in the conduct of management and
submanagement functions in a manufacturing plant. Effects so attributed include elimination of confusion, reduction of inter - departmental friction, and
dependable figures which may well benefit other activities, e.g., budgeting and
top management planning.
The descriptions on "How We Use Inventory Planning to Coordinate Production and Sales" deal almost exclusively with companies producing for stock.
However, several descriptions relate to companies producing to customers' orders.
Here the advantage of introducing production planning techniques lies in establishing channels for meeting promised delivery dates with exactitude. An overall short -term production plan and surveillance of part, assembly and product
J A N U A R Y , 19 59
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quantities accumulated over the period is disclosed to be helpful in simplifying
production problems.
The writer of one of the practice descriptions provides an especially well rounded "run down" of benefits of planning, quoted in the following paragraphs:
"The sales department is now provided with current information covering
finished goods on hand, quickly and accurately. Manufacturing lead time
has been reduced, which has enabled us to adjust our finished stocks faster
to meet customers' demands. Manufacturing costs were reduced by substantially eliminating production fluctuations through balanced production
schedules for each department. This resulted in a smoother process flow,
improved machine loading, and eliminating down -time and line disruptions
caused by improper scheduling. Overhead costs were substantially reduced
by decreasing material handling and clerical effort.
"Inventory obsolescence is now a smaller factor when model changes occur,
since a balanced inventory can be reduced evenly to a minimum level when
a change takes place. Lower inventory levels were achieved largely as a
result of the improved sales forecast and new minimum inventory quantities, which made it possible to adjust inventory levels quickly and maintain a higher rate of production. When we had completed the program, we
had obtained integrated control over all classes of inventory."
Many of the description authors take note of the factor of departmental coordination in presenting their companies' versions of production- sales- inventory
co- ordination. This stress on having company right and left hands (and both
legs) working in harmony evidently is felt to be of considerable, if imponderable, importance. In descriptions which stress the desirability of maintaining
production at an even level whenever possible, this consideration of harmony
is carried down to the worker level. One writer says, "We realize that the happiness, success and productivity of our production workers is the prime determinant
of our company's success and its contribution to the American economy." The
same writer declares, with respect to the "proper organizational setting of the
section that will be charged with the responsibility for co- ordination and planning, and the reporting forms and techniques that will be utilized, that
"Whenever possible, the talents of individuals within the company should
be marshalled to perform the necessary operations analysis. This team should
represent the sales, manufacturing, engineering and financial functions of
the company. It is logical to assume that disagreements or friction between
company organizational components will be minimized by such a team."
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